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What the paper does

• Build a two-country model to explain this

• Domestic banks issue loans in both currencies to households
• Cross-border lending only at interbank level
• Net Foreign Asset position = Net interbank position

• Model features many frictions
• Regulatory frictions
• Balance sheet composition costs
• Collateralized lending to households
• Price adjustment costs for producers
• Unions and wage adjustment costs

Disclaimer: For clarity of the discussion I will focus on the banking
side of the model
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Regulatory framework creates wedges between assets

• Capital Adequacy Regulation (CAR)
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• Wedge between different currency assets

• And the interaction of the two with balance sheet frictions
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We then have

ωt+1[At+1 − RWAt+1] < Lt+1

And so the probability of breach is
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ωt+1 <

Lt+1

At+1 − RWAt+1

)
If At+1 = RWAt+1 then breach probability would be zero

• However, since γ < 1 this not possible.
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Which would imply
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But why are only foreign interbank loans penalized?

• Domestic interbank trades not penalized
• Even for loans in foreign currency
• Contrast with cross-country loans in domestic currency

• All (risky) returns subject to a common shock
• Stronger than equal risk ex-ante and no diversification possible
• Ideally, risk-weights would be tied to difference in portfolio risk
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• More than inducing less risky portfolio choices, CAR acts as a
non-tariff barrier to international capital flows

• It still limits risk-taking via the effect on balance sheet size

• But is key for movements in spreads and portfolio shifts
• Induces correlation between leverage and capital flows
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assets and liabilities from retail banks/non-banks to be matched by
deposits in foreign currency.

l̆F ,t = d̆F ,t

Why not to all foreign currency assets and liabilities?

• Mismatch must be somewhere

• This forces all of it to be in international interbank markets

Simplifying assumption but not really an issue
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The CMR regulation interacts with the transaction cost sbt d̆F ,t .

where sbt =
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• CMR: A domestic loan in foreign currency requires a domestic
deposit in foreign currency l̆F ,t = d̆F ,t

• This deposit will require payment of the transaction cost

• Which itself depends on:
• The amount of foreign currency interbank deposits it holds d̆b

F ,t
• An interbank deposit demand shock Sm
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• Yes, it will decrease demand to interbank deposits but only via
the indirect effect on these transaction costs

• Seems more like a shock to the marginal cost of domestic
loans in foreign currency

• Which then leads to several balance sheet adjustments
• Of which interbank deposit demand is an important one

Hard to disentangle the effects of CMR and the monetary
transaction cost

And then there is the interaction with the GFA transactions costs...
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• Due to complexity, certain assumptions require more clarity on
their importance for the model mechanics

• And would definitely like to see IRFs to wholesale banking
shocks
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